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Single-Shot Spiral Imaging Enabled by an Expanded
Encoding Model: Demonstration in Diffusion MRI
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Purpose: The purpose of this work was to improve the quality
of single-shot spiral MRI and demonstrate its application for
diffusion-weighted imaging.

Methods: Image formation is based on an expanded encoding
model that accounts for dynamic magnetic fields up to third

order in space, nonuniform static B0, and coil sensitivity
encoding. The encoding model is determined by B0 mapping,
sensitivity mapping, and concurrent field monitoring. Recon-

struction is performed by iterative inversion of the expanded
signal equations.

Diffusion-tensor imaging with single-shot spiral readouts is
performed in a phantom and in vivo, using a clinical 3T instru-
ment. Image quality is assessed in terms of artefact levels,

image congruence, and the influence of the different encoding
factors.
Results: Using the full encoding model, diffusion-weighted

single-shot spiral imaging of high quality is accomplished both
in vitro and in vivo. Accounting for actual field dynamics,

including higher orders, is found to be critical to suppress blur-
ring, aliasing, and distortion. Enhanced image congruence per-
mitted data fusion and diffusion tensor analysis without

coregistration.
Conclusion: Use of an expanded signal model largely over-

comes the traditional vulnerability of spiral imaging with long
readouts. It renders single-shot spirals competitive with echo-
planar readouts and thus deploys shorter echo times and

superior readout efficiency for diffusion imaging and further
prospective applications. Magn Reson Med 77:83–91, 2017.
VC 2016 International Society for Magnetic Resonance in
Medicine.
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INTRODUCTION

Spiral k-space sampling (1) holds great potential for

many MRI applications attributed to a number of favor-

able properties (2–4). Spiral trajectories are among the
fastest ways of encoding a given resolution and field of

view (FOV). They give rise to approximately isotropic

point-spread functions and are readily amenable to navi-
gator and variable-density sampling approaches. Center-

out spirals also exhibit inherently short echo times,

which often benefit the signal-to-noise ratio yield.
Spiral readouts are particularly attractive for single-

shot acquisition. Single-shot imaging provides robustness

against motion-related artifacts, which further improves

with short echo times. It also offers high efficiency of
spatial encoding, which is most valuable after extensive

signal preparation, such as in blood-oxygen-level–

dependent functional MRI or diffusion-weighted (DW)
imaging (DWI). Despite these benefits, single-shot spiral

readouts have rarely been demonstrated and are virtually

not used in practice to date. This is attributed mainly to

their sensitivity to B0 off-resonance and gradient
imperfections.

The dominant sources of B0 off-resonance are suscepti-

bility differences within the subject and relative to sur-

rounding material and air. Slow variation of B0 that is
effectively static over a readout can also be caused by

breathing motion or magnet drifts. In common spiral

scans, B0 off-resonance results in broadened or ring-
shaped point-spread functions. In images, they are mani-

fest chiefly as blurring, yet may also appear as ringing,

signal cancelations, and distortion.
One effective way of diminishing off-resonance effects

is to reduce the duration of individual spiral readouts.

This can be achieved by multiple-shot approaches (5–7),

which have proven particularly useful for diffusion
imaging. Multiple-shot imaging is challenging, however,

in that it requires data to be consistent across interleaves,

which may not be the case in the presence of motion or

changes in the behavior of the gradient system. Staying
with single-shot acquisition, readouts can also be short-

ened by parallel imaging (8–11). However, the achievable

degree of acceleration is limited such that off-resonance
often remains a problem in single-shot MRI.

Another way of addressing B0 nonuniformity is to

include it in the signal model and remediating it at the

image reconstruction stage (12). Among others, B0 correc-
tion for non-Cartesian sampling has been approached from

an inverse-problem perspective, deploying conjugate-
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gradient solvers for the cases of full Fourier encoding (13)
and parallel imaging (14). B0-correcting image reconstruc-
tion is computationally demanding, but practical with
modern computing infrastructure. However, perturbation
of Fourier encoding by B0 nonuniformity tends to worsen
the conditioning of the inverse problem and thus to boost
the propagation of model errors into resulting images. B0-
correcting reconstruction thus requires highly accurate
knowledge not only of the static DB0, but also of gradient
and other field dynamics, and of receiver coil sensitivity, if
applicable.

Relevant imperfections of field dynamics include the

low-pass behavior of gradient chains, anisotropic gradi-

ent delays (15), eddy currents (16,17), mechanical (18)

and thermal (19,20) behavior of gradient coils, gradient

cross-terms (21), concomitant fields (22), and magnet

drifts. Unlike echo-planar imaging (EPI), spiral scanning

does not lend itself to calibration based on repetitive fea-

tures of gradient waveforms (23). Instead, actual spiral

trajectories are typically obtained by k-space mapping

(24–29). However, separate trajectory measurement does

not capture field drift and variation of field dynamics

during extended scans. More-comprehensive field infor-

mation is retrieved by concurrent measurement with

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) field probes (27,30),

which also permit recording field dynamics of second

and higher order in space (31).
The goal of the present work is hence to explore single-

shot spiral imaging based on an expanded signal model

fed by static off-resonance maps, concurrent field moni-

toring, and coil sensitivity information. Spiral acquisition

is deployed for DWI, which is prone to field imperfec-

tions (32), yet would benefit particularly from reduced

echo times and enhanced robustness against motion.

METHODS

Overview and Encoding Model

In this work, MR imaging encoding is described by the

following signal model (Eq. 1):

sgðtÞ ¼
Z

rðrÞ sgðrÞe
�i½
X

l
klðtÞblðrÞ��iDvðrÞt

dr [1]

where sgðtÞ denotes the NMR signal that is acquired by

the g-th receive coil at time point t. rðrÞ describes the

transverse magnetization as a function of the spatial

coordinate r. The receive sensitivity of coil g is denoted

by sgðrÞ, i denotes the imaginary unit
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

, and l counts

the phase coefficients klðtÞ that describe the magnetic

field dynamics. Following the conventional k-space for-

malism, every phase coefficient klðtÞ is related to a spa-

tial basis function blðrÞ (27,31). The resonance offset due

to static field inhomogeneity DB0 at position r is denoted

by DvðrÞ.
The phase coefficients klðtÞ were obtained by concur-

rent field monitoring. Importantly, field monitoring was

performed both during spiral scans and during reference

scans for mapping sg and Dv. As a consequence, all

image-domain data are represented in the coordinates

induced by the gradient system and is thus spatially con-

gruent. Back-to-back calibration of the field probes and

acquisition of DB0 maps ensured automatic accounting

for subsequent field drifts.

Hardware Setup, Phantoms, and Subjects

Imaging was performed on a 3 Tesla Achieva System

(Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) using an

eight-element head coil array. Sixteen transmit-receive
19F-based NMR (27,30) field probes were mounted on

the head coil (32). The T2 of the field probes was approx-

imately 50 ms. A minimum repetition time (TR) of 150

ms was used to avoid significant perturbation by echoes

during the probe readouts. Subsequent to probe excita-

tion, NMR signals from the field probes were acquired

through the MR scanner spectrometer synchronously

with the imaging data.
The in vitro experiments were performed using a

spherical phantom of 20-cm diameter, filled with

extremely low-diffusive silicon oil (AK 500; Wacker

Chemie AG, Munich, Germany) to minimize diffusion-

induced signal attenuation. In vivo imaging was per-

formed on 2 healthy subjects.

MR Sequences

Figure 1 illustrates the data acquisition and processing

steps, which are described in more detail in this and the

following subsection.
Before the imaging experiments, the field probes’ posi-

tion and off-resonance were calibrated (27).

FIG. 1. Overview of data acquisition and processing steps.
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As an input to coil sensitivity and static DB0 map cal-
culation, standard spin-warp gradient-echo sequences
(Fig. 2a) with an echo time (TE) of 2.4 and 2.9 ms were
performed in a transverse plane (resolution¼ (1.3 mm)2;
FOV¼ (230 mm)2; slice thickness¼4 mm; TR¼ 1 second).
For field monitoring, the probes were excited directly
after the slice rephasing gradient (Fig. 2a).

For the same geometry, single-shot DW spin-echo spi-
ral scans were acquired using a Stejskal-Tanner diffusion
sequence (Fig. 2b), with diffusion weighting applied in
24 directions (b¼ 1,000 s/mm2; resolution¼ (1.3 mm)2;
slice thickness¼ 2 mm; TR¼ 5 seconds). In addition, a b0
(b¼ 0) image was acquired to obtain a complete diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI) data set. For field monitoring, the
field probes were excited after the second diffusion-
sensitizing gradient (Fig. 2b) to avoid dephasing by the
diffusion-weighting gradients and to limit T�2 decay of
the field probe signal. To add some structure to the
phantom, two saturation slabs were applied in the phan-
tom experiments. The gradient system was operated at a
gradient strength of 80 mT/m and with a slew of 100
mT/m/ms to minimize the echo time, achieving a TE of
only 34 ms. To mitigate static B0 off-resonance effects,
the k-space undersampling factor was chosen to be 4,
which resulted in an acquisition duration of 32 ms. This
was implemented as an interleaved spiral sequence with
four interleaves, each of them being separately recon-
structed as a single-shot acquisition.

In the phantom scans, the number of repetitions (of
each interleave) was four. To demonstrate the image
quality for different static DB0 situations in vivo, three
slices of a healthy male subject were acquired using four
repetitions. To demonstrate a high-resolution DTI evalua-
tion, one slice was acquired with 15 repetitions of each
interleave. The total acquisition time was 5:00 and 18:45
minutes per slice respectively. Note that because of limi-
tations in data streaming of the synchronous 1H and 19F
signal acquisition, a long sequence repetition time of 5
seconds had to be chosen. Therefore, the DW sequence
was performed only for a few slices. An improved imple-
mentation of the scanner’s acquisition software should
allow for full multislice capability.

Data Processing and Image Reconstruction

The dynamic field evolution, as described by the k-space
coefficients klðtÞ, was calculated for each scan (27). As
spatial basis functions blðrÞ, real-valued spherical har-
monics up to the third order (31) and the second-order

concomitant field basis functions (22) were used. In
order to interpret and compare field coefficients relating
to basis functions of different spatial orders—having
units of rad, rad/m, rad/m2 and rad/m3, respectively—
the maximum field excursion in a centered sphere of 20-
cm diameter was calculated for all higher-order phase
coefficients (31) and denoted by radmax.

Image reconstruction was performed using higher-
order iterative sensitivity encoding (SENSE) reconstruc-
tion (31). In a first step, the spin-warp gradient echo
images were reconstructed based on Equation 1, using
the measured coefficients klðtÞ without the incorpora-
tion of sgðrÞ and DvðrÞ terms. From these images, receive
coil sensitivities sgðrÞ and DvðrÞ off-resonance maps
were calculated. Subsequently, the DW data were recon-
structed using the measured coefficients klðtÞ as well
as the sensitivity maps sgðrÞ and the off-resonance map
DvðrÞ for static DB0 off-resonance correction. For the gra-
dient echo data, image reconstruction was performed
using five iterations. For the single-shot DW spiral data,
35 iterations were used for each image average. The final
DW images were calculated by a sum-of-squares combi-
nation of all image averages.

Specific Image Reconstructions

To assess the influence of the applied dynamic encoding
model, the DW in vitro data were reconstructed multiple
times with varying encoding models using the iterative
SENSE algorithm:

� First, on the basis of the nominal (first-order) k-coef-
ficients, calculated from the nominally applied field
gradients, to demonstrate reconstruction results
based on nominal encoding.

� Second, using a first-order field model (including
k0) as monitored during the b0 scan, but omitting
the second- and third-order k-coefficients; in this
way, the exclusion of eddy currents induced by the
DW gradients is simulated.

� Finally, image reconstruction was performed based
on the concurrently monitored full third-order k-
coefficients.

All reconstructions of the DW in vitro data included
static DB0 off-resonance correction.

To assess how well the geometry of the reconstructed
DW images matches, a relative difference image between
one DW image and the b0 image was calculated. The rel-
ative difference between two magnitude images I1 and I2

FIG. 2. Sequence schematics. For the gradient echo sequences, NMR field probes are excited before phase encoding (3). In the single-

shot spiral images, the probe field evolution is recorded (red) after the diffusion-sensitizing gradients.
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was calculated as (I1-I2)/(I1/2þI2/2). Given the extremely

low diffusivity of the phantom liquid, these differences

are expected to vanish.
The above-mentioned image reconstruction was also

conducted for the in vivo data. Moreover, to assess the

effect of static DB0 off-resonance on image quality, the in

vivo data were reconstructed

� with static DB0 correction;
� without static DB0 correction.

This was performed for the monitored first-order

dynamic field model to evaluate the effect of DB0 correc-

tion for the commonly performed first-order image recon-

struction. The nominal reconstruction was performed

without static DB0 correction. The higher-order monitored

reconstruction was performed with static DB0 correction
in order to demonstrate achievable image quality using

the proposed encoding model on an in vivo data set.

To assess the effect of the utilized reconstruction mod-

els on quantitative diffusion imaging, the in vivo data

were fitted to a diffusion tensor model (33), and the

apparent diffusion coefficients and fractional anisotropy

maps were calculated.

RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the recorded field evolution during one

DW spiral acquisition. In addition to the first-order read

gradients that are shown in parametric view (Fig 3a),

zero-order field changes (Fig. 3b) with a maximum devia-

tion of 15 rad during the readout as well as oscillatory

terms are visible (zero to third order; Fig. 3). The domi-

nating higher-order fields (Fig. 3c–e) originate from con-

comitant fields of the read gradients (Fig. 3c) with an

effect of 6 radmax as well as long-lived eddy current

fields from the diffusion weighting gradients (Fig. 3d,e)

FIG. 3. Input data to the encoding model. (a–e) Monitored dynamic encoding fields over the time of the readout (32 ms); first-order k-

space coefficients (read gradients) (a), zero-order phase (b); higher-order dynamic field effects (c–e) are scaled to show the maximum
effect within the imaging volume in radians relating to each basis function. (f) Receive coil sensitives (relative values) for the eight coils.
(g) Static off-resonance map.
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with an effect of up to 5 radmax. The encoding of the b0

scan (data not shown) was very similar to the encoding

in the DW acquisition, apart from the higher-order terms

that were essentially absent, except for the concomitant

field effect as has been previously observed for DW EPI

(31).
Image reconstruction on the nominal trajectory

resulted in strong blurring artifacts and intensity mis-

match of the DW images (Fig. 4a). The incorporation of

monitored zero- and first-order fields drastically

improved the image quality of the b0 image (Fig. 4b).

The DW images, however, still show remaining artifacts,

leading to incongruence among the images of different

DW directions (Fig. 4b), as indicated in the difference

images. This can be explained by the fact that the

higher-order spherical harmonic terms were present only

in DW encoded images, and given that the data were

acquired near to the isocenter in a nontilted axial plane,

the contribution of the concomitant field terms was very

minor.
Incorporating higher-order fields did remove the

remaining image artifacts and strongly improved the geo-

metrical congruence of the data set, as reflected by

strongly diminished differences between b0 and DW

image (Fig. 4, bottom).
The in vivo DW images (Fig. 5) that are reconstructed

on the nominal trajectories (Fig. 5a) show strong blurring

artifacts. Even without static DB0 correction, these arti-

facts are significantly reduced when reconstructing on

the monitored first-order b0 trajectory (Fig. 5b). The

inclusion of static DB0 correction (Fig. 5c) removes blur-

ring artifacts, particularly in the lateral regions of the

brain such as in the area of the frontal lobe (Fig. 5c, blue

arrow). The incorporation of the dynamic higher-order

terms further significantly improves the image quality.

This is visible, for example, in the posterior region of the

brain (Fig. 5c, red arrow), where blurring artifacts that

are present in the first-order reconstructed images are

removed. An animation of the reconstructed images that

allows for best visual comparison of the different image

reconstructions is available online in the Supporting

(Video S1).
Slight residual blurring artifacts can be observed in the

frontal lobe, where the static B0 gradient is steep (Figs.

5d [blue arrow] and 6 [blue arrow]).
In the in vivo DTI data (Fig. 7), the nominally recon-

structed images (Fig. 7a) show largely implausible diffu-

sivity values, as is to be expected from the underlying b0

and DW images. Data quality greatly improved when

using the DW images reconstructed on the concurrently

monitored higher-order trajectory including static off-

resonance correction. In this case, even fine anatomical

details are visible, also in the region of the frontal lobes,

a region where imaging is typically challenged by off-

resonance artifacts.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

According to the results of this work, use of an expanded

signal model in conjunction with model inversion for

reconstruction facilitates the deployment of single-shot

spiral readouts for DWI. The signal model used here

comprised dynamic fields up to the third order in space,

static B0 off-resonance, and receive coil sensitivity.

FIG. 4. Effect of the dynamic encoding model on the image quality and geometrical congruence. Images reconstructed using the nomi-
nal k-space trajectory (a), the monitored zero- and first-order encoding of the non-DW (b0) acquisition (b), and using the concurrently
monitored higher-order field evolution (c). The blue arrows highlight an aliasing-like artifact; red arrows highlight blurring artifacts.
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Dynamic field information was based on concurrent
recording with field sensors throughout. In particular, it
was used not only for spiral scanning, but also for B0

and sensitivity mapping to enforce equal coordinates for
all entries to the signal model.

Reconstructed images with an in-plane resolution of
1.3 mm showed strongly reduced blurring and aliasing
artifacts and were geometrically congruent between dif-
ferent diffusion directions. At an echo time of only 34
ms for a b-factor of 1,000 s/mm2, considerably higher sig-
nal amplitude at TE was available compared to single-
shot EPI, where echo times below 70 ms are hard to
achieve for similar imaging parameters.

The phantom study showed that incorporating
recorded dynamic field information into image recon-
struction diminished artifacts present in images based on
nominal field evolution. Incorporation of dynamic
higher-order fields made a palpable difference in

removing blurring and aliasing artifacts. It was particu-
larly effective for DWIs, which are affected by higher-
order fields attributed to eddy currents induced by the
diffusion gradients.

Congruence among variably diffusion-encoded images
significantly improved the resolution of the mean DWIs.
It also permits straightforward image combination for
advanced diffusion analyses.

Compared to EPI, where static B0 off-resonance causes
pixel shifts, in spiral imaging it leads to blurring, which
is visually more disturbing and corrupts quantitative
evaluation even on a per-pixel basis. Effective off-
resonance correction is thus crucial in deploying long
spiral readouts. Still, minor residual off-resonance arti-
facts were observed in vivo. Slight residual blurring in
the frontal and posterior part of the brain reflects error in
the signal model, most likely in the B0 map, amplified
by adverse conditioning. The residual artifacts thus

FIG. 5. In vivo single-shot spiral images. Columns (left to right): T2-weighted (b0) image, single DW image, mean DW image. Rows:
Image reconstructed with (c,d) and without (a,b) static B0 correction using the nominal k-space trajectory (a), the monitored zero- and
first-order encoding of the non-DW (b0) acquisition (b,c), and using the concurrently monitored higher-order field evolution (d). The

arrows highlight blurring artifacts in the frontal (blue) and posterior (red) part of the brain.
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FIG. 6. In vivo single-shot spiral

images in different slices. Col-
umns (left to right): T2-weighted
(b0) image, mean DW image,

DB0 off-resonance map. The
blue arrow highlights a blurring-
like artifact.

FIG. 7. DTI data reconstructed on nominal k-space trajectory (a) and using the concurrently monitored higher-order field evolution with

DB0 correction (b).
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illustrate the limits of the correction approach, which
depend on the model accuracy and the degree of encod-
ing perturbation caused by off-resonance. These limits
will be reached sooner in more-challenging DB0 situa-
tions, such as in the brainstem. To render B0 correction
robust, it may then be necessary to adjust the spatial res-
olution, the SENSE reduction factor, or, if possible, the
readout bandwidth or the FOV. At the hardware level,
higher-performing gradients and associated shorter read-
outs will generally increase the feasibility of off-
resonance correction. Moving to lower field strength,
ultimately, is a natural way of reducing B0 nonuniformi-
ty in the first place.

Notably, concurrent field monitoring also captures B0

changes attributed to breathing motion of the chest. This
was found to be critical, for example, in structural T2*
imaging at high field (34). In the present work, these
effects are also inherently addressed. Here, they are less
critical, however, because single-shot imaging is not
affected by intershot phase inconsistency, and breathing
fields below 1 Hz would cause negligible blurring at the
given acquisition durations. Head motion, however, will
impair the validity of the static DB0 maps and thus com-
promise reconstruction results, which may limit its utili-
ty in a clinical setup. The acquisition of the DB0 maps
could be further optimized, which would be particularly
interesting in case of larger scan volumes. To this end,
continuous field monitoring could be used in the future
(35) to remove current limits that the minimum probe
TR poses on the sequence TR.

To study basic feasibility, image reconstruction by
model inversion was performed in the most general fash-
ion, using straightforward matrix-vector multiplication
in the iteration loops. With this implementation, recon-
struction times have been in the order of several minutes
per slice on a modern central processing unit (CPU).
However, higher-order reconstruction can be performed
substantially faster, using singular-vector separation and
fast Fourier transform (36), and the first-order variant is
even more efficient. The reconstruction task also lends
itself readily to parallel operation on CPU or graphical
processing unit cluster.

In this work, mapping of DB0 relied on a conventional
approach, using gradient echo images with two different
echo times. Subsequent changes in B0, up to third order in
space, were automatically captured by concurrent field
measurement. Alternatively, slow field changes could also
be coestimated from the actual image data by finding a
field map that minimizes a suitable objective function, for
example, one that measures blurring (37,38). However,
this approach may not fulfill the high accuracy require-
ments posed by the reconstruction problem, except for
first-order field changes (39). Another option is to estimate
field change from actual data of interest acquired with at
least two different echo times (40–42). Although potential-
ly demanding numerically, such approaches would cap-
ture slow field changes of higher spatial order than
amenable with external field probes.

Finally, concurrently recorded field information in
expanded signal models may be of similar use to other
advanced approaches that could be used for diffusion
imaging, including the joint estimation of parametric

data (41–43), simultaneous multiple-slice imaging
(44,45), and advanced interleaved techniques (5–7).
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional supporting information can be found in the online version of this
article.
Video S1. In vivo DW single-shot spiral images. Comparison of image qual-
ity when using different encoding models.
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